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Abstract
The possibility of simulating deterministic extreme operational conditions for
horizontal axis wind turbines based on the IEC 61400-1 standard in the WindEEE Dome
at Western University was investigated. WindEEE has 60 fans (a matrix of 4 by 15 with
0.8m diameter each) on one of the walls to generate straight and sheared flows. These
fans were controlled by their power set-points and by their adjustable Inlet Guiding
Vanes (IGV) to generate the Extreme Operational Gust (EOG), positive and negative
Extreme Vertical Shear (EVS), and Extreme Horizontal Shear (EHS) cases as per IEC
61400-1 standard to be further applied for testing a scaled 2.2 m Horizontal Axis Wind
Turbine (HAWT). First, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations of the
WindEEE test chamber were carried out in order to predict the fans setups for each of
these extreme conditions. The experiments were then carried out using these settings and
a comparison was performed between the resulting flow field time histories and the
prescribed conditions from the standard. The results showed a successful simulation of
these extreme conditions. The extreme conditions were then applied to investigate the
power and load performance of the scaled HAWT. The results revealed that the unsteady
shears had no significant impact on the overall power generation. EHS induced a
significant twisting moment on the structure. The EOG has the most noticeable effect
which highly depends on the operational tip speed ratio (TSR) of the wind turbine and the
time duration of the event.

Keywords
Extreme operational Gust, Extreme Shear, HAWT, IEC Standard, Wind Tunnel
Experiment.
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Summary for Lay Audience
The main goal of this study is to develop a physical simulation of simplified extreme
wind conditions (extreme operational gust and extreme wind shears) that are dynamic and
defined by a standard for wind turbines; then investigate the effect of these extreme
conditions on overall performance of a model wind turbine. Being able to simulate these
dynamic flow fields can be a contribution for future scholars working in the wind energy
area to make these wind energy systems more reliable and predictable by bringing the
possibility of experimental validation for computer simulations of these transient events
and their effects on wind turbines. All these together can help accelerate the decreasing
price of energy being produced by these machines.
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Chapter 1

1 General introduction
1.1

Climate change

The Earth's climate has been changed throughout the history. Just in the last 650,000
years there have been seven cycles of glacial advance and retreat. Most of these climate
changes are related to very small variations in earth’s orbit that change the amount of solar
energy our planet receives. The current warming trend that most likely is the result of
human activities since the industrial revolution (mid-18th), proceeds at a rate that never
existed before. The main problem with human activities is the production of the greenhouse
gases (GHG) like carbon dioxide and methane which are able to trap the heat inside their
molecules (see Figure 1-1). With the current increasing trend of the human population and
demand, the capability of the natural ecosystems are being challenged [1]. The
technological advances have enabled scientists to collect various types of information from
our planet in global scale. These data show the planet’s average surface temperature has
risen 0.9 ℃ since late 19th; the top layer of oceans warmed 0.2 ℃ and the ocean acidity
increased 30% since mid-20th [2]. The global sea level rose 8 inches in the last century with
an increasing pace which is due to melting of the ice sheets, glaciers and the snow covers,
especially in northern hemisphere. The number of extreme weather conditions such as high
temperature events and intense rain falls have increased in the recent decades [3].
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Figure 1-1: The carbon dioxide level in atmosphere based on the comparison of atmospheric
samples contained in ice cores provides evidence that atmospheric CO2 has increased since the
industrial revolution [4]. The graph has been adopted from [5].

The second major GHG, methane, is more efficient at trapping heat than a molecule of
carbon dioxide but it has shorter life cycle. Pinpointing the source of methane is more
difficult. Methane can be generated from fossil fuel, agricultural, biomass burning, biofuels
and wetland sources [6]. Recent studies show that hydroelectric dams can be a considerable
source of methane. Continuously falling and rising water levels at the reservoir behind the
dam results in anaerobic digestion of the vegetations which produce methane [7].
The transition to renewable energy sources from fossil fuels is not a choice nevertheless,
it is the only way for humankind to have a sustainable future on this planet. This should
happen for two main reasons, first is that the sources of fossil fuels are limited. The second
is to maintain a healthy environment. On top of that, renewable energies are beneficial in
terms of energy security and distributed power generation which are essential from a
geopolitical and energy efficiency point of views [8]. Especially with current technological
advancements that made these sources of energy cost effective and feasible

1.2

Canada electricity outlook

Canada generated an estimated 651 billion kilowatt-hours (kWh) of electricity in
2017, with large share of hydro power and nuclear power and just 7% from renewable
sources (see Figure 1-2), despite having a great potential in this section [9].
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Figure 1-2: Share of Canada electricity generation by fuel in 2017 [9]

Figure 1-3 shows the Canada’s annual mean wind energy density at 80m above the
ground. Accordingly, four main high potential wind power regions in the order are the
east and west coasts; the Hudson Bay area and its surroundings; the southern parts of
the Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta [10].

Figure 1-3: Canada’s annual mean wind energy density map at 80m height [10]
3

With the continuing growth of installed capacity of the wind energy systems, Canada
ended up having 13,413 MW of onshore wind capacity (Figure 1-4a) at the end of 2019,
where Ontario has the highest share (about 5.5 GW see Figure 1-4b) [11].

(a)

(b)
Figure 1-4: The installed wind energy capacity, (a) the total growth trend from beginning of
the century, (b) the installed capacity at each province by end of 2019 [11]
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As mentioned earlier, in Canada, hydropower has the most installed capacity for
electricity generation due to accessibility to large amount of water resources. Figure 1-5
shows the trend of installed capacity of clean energy sources in Canada from 2010.
Accordingly, the share of hydropower remained relatively the same throughout the past
decade (~75 𝐺𝑊).This is due to saturation in the hydropower market as well as price
reduction of other sources of energy. Based on the growth trend of the wind in the recent
decade, in comparison with the other sources, wind energy may have the highest share of
the energy sector market in near future.

Figure 1-5: The trend of total installed capacity of new energy sources [9]

In order to have fair comparison for the energy price per kWh from different sources the
LCOE (Levelized Cost of Electricity) is being used. It represents the present value of the
total cost of building and operating a power generating plant over an assumed financial life
and duty cycle, converted to equal annual payments and expressed in terms of real dollars
to remove the impact of inflation [12]. Figure 1-6 shows the globally averaged cost of
energy in 2010 comparing with 2018 for different energy sources with the effect of project
size. By comparing Figure 1-5 and Figure 1-6, the correlation between the installed power
5

and the cost of energy is intuitive. Throughout the decade, the cost of wind and solar
energies are dropping fast. The price of hydropower remained relatively the same while it
still remains the cheapest option. Therefore, more likely the next largest market in the
energy sector in Canada would be the wind energy due to vastly accessible high potential
lands and shores.

Figure 1-6: The comparison of globally averaged LCOE between 2010 and 2018 for various type
of energy including the effect of the project size, the wind and solar energy price trends look highly
promising [13]

1.3

Horizontal axis wind turbines

Horizontal Axis Wind Turbines (HAWT), as the name applies, are wind energy systems
for which the axis of rotation of the rotor is horizontal and parallel to the main wind
direction. Out of all wind energy devices, HAWTs have proved to be the most cost efficient
and therefore they dominate the total installed capacity. The main components of this type
6

of turbines are the blades which are connected to the main shaft at hub; a nacelle that
contains the gearbox, generator and other electronical equipment; a steel tubular tower and
the foundation. The general layout of an upwind HAWT is presented in Figure 1-7.

Figure 1-7: upwind HAWT layout

The blades have the specially chosen airfoil shapes with different chord sizes and pitch
angles throughout their span [14]. As the wind passes through the rotor a pressure
difference happens at the pressure side and suction side of the blade (Figure 1-7). The
integral of these pressure differences creates a net torque on the rotor and thus to the main
shaft and as the result, the rotor starts spinning and generating work and power. Essentially
the blades generate torque from the tangential component of the lift force (𝐹𝐿 ) while the
normal component creates an axial force (thrust) on the rotor. The normal and tangential
components of the drag force (𝐹𝐷 ) generate thrust and negative torque on the rotor
respectively. The cross section of a blade at an arbitrary radius (r) and a pitch angle (𝛽) has
been detailed in Figure 1-8. As the free stream velocity (𝑈∞ ) approaches the rotor due to
the rotor angular velocity (𝜔), the relative wind velocity (𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑙 ) hits the rotor plane with a
specific angle of incident (Φ) at each radius. Therefore, wind reaches each cross section
with an angle that is called the angle of attack (i.e. the angle between the airfoil chord line
and the relative wind direction (𝛼)).
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Figure 1-8: Blade element geometry, velocities and forces based on tangential (T) and
normal (N) axes

Generating power based on lift enables these machines to move (rotate) at higher speeds
compared to the incoming wind, unlike drag based turbines (e.g. Savinious wind turbine).
In fact, the faster the point of optimum operating condition is, the more efficient the turbine
will be. Based on third law of the motion, if the turbine generates its power mostly due to
high rotational speed and relatively lower torques, it has higher efficiency. The less torque
on rotor means less counteracting torque on the control volume of the air passing through
the rotor and less wake flow rotation which essentially is wasted energy of the inflow.
Therefore, an important design and operation parameter is the Tip Speed Ratio (TSR)
which is the ratio of the tip speed of the blade and the free stream wind velocity. For a
turbine with blade span of R and rotational speed of 𝜔 , the TSR is defined as:
𝑇𝑆𝑅 = 𝜆 =

𝑅𝜔
,
𝑈∞

1-1
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The turbines with higher designed TSRs have more slender blades with less overall twist
angles.
Turbine efficiency is defined by a power coefficient, which is the ratio of the converted
power by the turbine to the total kinetic power of the flow as shown in equation 1-2.
𝐶𝑝 =

𝑃
1
3
2 𝜌𝐴𝑈∞

,

1-2

P is the generated power, 𝜌 is the density of the air and 𝐴 is the sweeping area of the
rotor. Theoretically, the efficiency by the Betz law [15] never exceeds ~59%. This is
calculated by writing the linear momentum and the Bernoulli equations upstream and
downstream of the rotor. The main simplifying assumptions are: (I) homogeneous and
incompressible steady flow; (II) rotor treated as a uniform actuator disk; (III) neglecting
friction and flow rotation in the wake. The resulting equation indicates that if an ideal wind
turbine were designed and operated such that the flow velocity at the rotor disc were 2/3 of
the free stream velocity, then it would be operating at the point of maximum power output
(i.e. Betz limit). More details are available in [15].
As the turbine operates, the pressure difference, on the two side of the blades, causes a
leakage of the flow from the tip and root of the blades, which overall decrease the pressure
difference and the power efficiency. These leakages due to sharp geometry of the root and
tip are in the form of vortexes which then get advected downstream by the main flow in a
helical pattern [15] due to wake rotation (Figure 1-9).
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Figure 1-9: The blade tip vortex formation due to pressure difference on the pressure side and
the suction side with their helical patterns in the near wake of an operating turbine

These helical vortex tubes can be advected up to 5 times the diameter of the rotor
downstream depend on turbine’s operating TSR. The higher the TSR the sooner the
vortices would break up and create a totally chaotic turbulent region at the wake. In the
literature, this region with helical patterns is called near wake and the chaotic region is the
far wake [16].
In this study, a model upwind, three-bladed 2.2 m diameter wind turbine and capable of
producing 1kW rated power at 12 m/s is used for the experiments. It is the exact turbine
that has been previously used for near wake [16] and the BEM (Blade Element Momentum)
theory [17] studies. The net blade length is 0.91 m. The root and tip chord lengths are 12.7
cm and 5.4 cm respectively, and it has a linear chord distribution through the span. The
chord and twist angle distributions along the blade span as well as the profile geometry of
each section are shown in Figure 1-10. The profile type at each section of the blade is not
provided by the manufacturer, but the airfoil presented here are the closest match.
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(c)
Figure 1-10: The geometry of the blade, (a) chord and twist distribution along the span, (b) the
approximate airfoil geometry at each section and (c) blade shape, from [17]

To relate this study to full scale, a scaling method is proposed based on kinematic
similarity (equation 1-3). Accordingly, the time that four complete tip vortex loops get
advected in the wake by the free stream, is corresponded to the time that extreme conditions
happen.

11

𝑻𝒔 𝑈∞ 𝜆
=4
2𝜋𝑅

1-3

Essentially, this assumption makes the scaled gust time (𝑻𝒔 ) function of operating TSR,
free stream velocity, and the size (geometry) of the rotor. In current experiments, there is
a large difference in Reynolds number compared to full scale, so the dynamic similitude
has not been met. For more details about the scaling method please refer to section 2.2.4.

1.4

The IEC 61400-1 standard

As mentioned in section 1.2, to further decrease the LCOE of wind energy, these
machines must have a long life span. Therefore, some guidelines and standards have been
established for companies to increase the operational lifetime of these energy systems to at
least 20 years. The Det Norske Veritas Germanischer Lloyd (DNV.GL) and International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) have sets of standards commonly used for various
design stand points. DNV GL mostly covers the various structural design aspects for
offshore systems. Both have some deterministic design codes for commercial Horizontal
Axis Wind Turbines (HAWT) in operating conditions with slight differences. The present
research focuses on the IEC standard.
The IEC began working on the first international standard in 1988 for wind turbines,
leading to the publication of IEC 61400. The first version of the Part 1 which includes the
safety requirements of wind turbine generator systems was published at 1994 [18]. A
revised edition containing some significant changes appeared in 1999 [19]. The third and
forth edition came in 2005 [20] and 2019 [21]. In this research, the third edition of the IEC
61400-1 was considered due its deterministic approach to the definition of the extreme
conditions which make physical development of their flow field in a lab environment more
approachable. The standard covers various design aspects of turbines. Extreme operational
conditions have been defined under “external conditions” category and are essentially
dependent on the turbine’s class and size. All these extreme conditions have been
simplified based on field measurements by attributing deterministic shape and duration for
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design purposes [22]. Details about the extreme operational condition mathematical
models are presented in section 2.1.

1.5

Motivation and contribution

As it will be discussed in detail in Chapter 2, physical experimental studies of the
transient events particularly the IEC extreme operational conditions are limited in
literature. Developing a method to experimentally test the extreme conditions on scaled
wind turbines is an important contribution to researchers in this field which can provide
validation for numerical simulation of their effect on wind energy systems. Recently there
have been some efforts for creating gust similar to the IEC using a sophisticated active grid
[23]. However, the focus of their study was more on the mitigating the effect of gust on a
wind turbine rather than the flow field itself without proposing a relevant scaling for the
gust. In another study performed by Neunaber and Braud [24], a rotating blade (chopper
mechanism) was utilized to make perturbation in the flow by blocking the cross section of
the wind tunnel dynamically in time as it rotates. Using this setup, they were able to
generate gusts in negative values. They proposed a scaling, based on which they needed to
generate 1 s gusts, but their results show that the flow field does not recover to its initial
stage. In addition, they were not able to generate uniform gust flow field as standard
prescribes. They perform the experiment in a small wind tunnel section (0.5 × 0.5 𝑚2).
Using the same method for generating gusts in larger and more practical wind tunnels will
amplify the above-mentioned issues. The challenges that these studies had, motivated the
current research work, which mainly propose (I) a relevant scaling method for extreme
events applied for wind turbines; (II) experimentally reproducing scaled standardized
extreme conditions. For this purpose, a set of 60 individually controlled fans at WindEEE
Dome at Western University, Canada is utilized. The fan setups for creating the desired
velocity fields, obtained by trial and error using a simplified CFD model of the test
chamber. This work demonstrates the potential of this facility to generate generic extreme
wind conditions which then can be applied to further investigate performance, loading and
safety issues for HAWTs.
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1.6

Thesis outline

This thesis includes three chapters additional to the Chapter 1. They are organized as
follows. Chapter 2 has been formatted as the paper that was submitted to the journal of
Wind Energy Sciences. It details the CFD studies in order to develop the numerical model
of the flow field for the WindEEE test chamber. This CFD model was then used to obtain
the fan setups prior to the experimental test campaign; this hybrid numerical/ experimental
approach saved time in the experimental trial and error process of flow modulation to create
the desired transient flow fields. This chapter also presents the results from experimental
flow field measurements and their comparison with the predictions from the CFD and the
IEC standard. Chapter 3 is also formatted as a paper which is submitted to the journal of
Wind Energy Sciences. It experimentally examines the effect of the simulated extreme
conditions on the loads and power performance of a scaled wind turbine. Chapter 4
summarizes the results and provides direction and comments for future work.
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Chapter 2

2 Numerical and experimental simulation of extreme operational
conditions for horizontal axis wind turbines based on the IEC
standard ©

In this study, the possibility of simulating some transient and deterministic extreme
operational conditions for horizontal axis wind turbines based on the IEC 61400-1 standard
using 60 individually controlled fans in the Wind Engineering, Energy and Environment
(WindEEE) Dome at Western University was investigated. Experiments were carried out
for the Extreme Operational Gust (EOG), positive and negative Extreme Vertical Shear
(EVS), and Extreme Horizontal Shear (EHS) cases, tailored for a scaled 2.2 m horizontal
axis wind turbine. For this purpose, firstly a numerical model for the test chamber was
developed and used to obtain the fans’ configurations for simulating each extreme
condition with appropriate scaling prior to the physical experiments. The results show the
capability of using numerical modeling to predict the fans’ setup based on which physical
simulations can generate IEC extreme conditions in the range of interest.

2.1 Introduction
Wind energy is one of the primary sources of renewable energy for mitigation of the
increasing global energy demand. However, one of the basic factors for this market to
thrive is a continued reduction of the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE), which is
enhanced by ensuring the life time of the wind energy systems is reliably long [1]. Having
a long life cycle for these energy systems dramatically increases the probability of them
encountering various extreme weather and wind conditions. Therefore, the design of wind

©

This chapter has been submitted to the to the journal of Wind Energy Sciences, under co-

authorship of K. Shirzadeh, H. Hangan and C. Crawford
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energy systems must consider extreme environmental conditions with statistically accurate
return periods. The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) has some
deterministic design codes for commercial Horizontal Axis Wind Turbines (HAWT) in
operating conditions, specifically in the third edition of the IEC 61400 part one [2]. These
extreme models are relatively simple and are not able to capture the true coherent turbulent
wind characteristics [3]–[5]. This is especially true in complex terrain where the gust time
evolution profiles are highly asymmetric and non-Gaussian [6]. It has also motivated the
most recent edition of the IEC standard [7] to utilize statistical methods for characterizing
extreme gust event performance and extrapolation of load cases. This has been enabled by
computational resources to analyse wind energy systems in dynamic wind environments to
expand their external condition models. However, the third edition of the IEC standards
was used in the work presented here as an initial step towards gust experimentation and
represents an incremental development of a gust loading experimental capability.
Progressing to a stochastic experimental approach, is left for future work and will be very
challenging.
One of the extreme cases in the standard is the extreme operational gust (EOG). A gust
is defined as a sudden increase in velocity over its mean value, which is a transient feature
of a turbulent wind field [8].These turbulent features in the Atmospheric Boundary Layer
(ABL) depend on topography, surface roughness, up-stream obstacles, thermal stability [9]
and mesoscale climactic systems such as thunderstorms and downbursts [10]. In theory,
for different applications, there are various simplified models of gust based on a peak factor
and the whole rising and falling time in the wind speed. The peak factor is the ratio of the
peak velocity (maximum or minimum) and the average wind speed. Wind gusts can happen
over various length and time scales in nature. The most damaging gusts for any type of
structures are the ones that have the same length scale as the structure that can envelope
the whole structure [6]. Smaller gusts, relative to wind turbine size can induce dynamic
stall and the gust slicing effect (i.e. recurring high loads as the blade slices through the
spatial/temporal gust region several times). The wind gusts also can cause intermittencies
in the power output of wind turbine generators. For a small electricity network, these
fluctuations in power generation can cause serious problems (e.g. unstable grid voltage and
frequency) for managing power transmission and distribution [11], [12]. The worst case in
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both terms of the grid stability and the loading on the turbine is when the gust peak speed
is higher than the wind turbine cut-out speed (i.e. a specific speed that turbine comes to
complete parked position for safety reasons, usually about 25 m/s), which, if prolonged
enough can cause the control system to abruptly stop the wind turbine [13]. From an
aerodynamic point of view, gusts can result in undesired acceleration of the rotor and
drivetrain.
The most reasonable solution is usually an adjustable generator load or blade pitch angles
after detection of the gust for modern wind turbines [14], [15]. Developing LIDAR
technology can make a substantial contribution in controlling the wind turbine by
measuring the wind field upstream, thereby giving enough time for the control system to
react properly [16], [17].
In addition to uniform gusts, the standard specifies deterministic Extreme Vertical and
Horizontal Shears (EVS, EHS). These Extreme Wind Shears (EWS) can induce
asymmetric loads on the rotor which are in turn transferred into the whole structure. The
vertical shears can induce tilting or out-of-plane moments on the rotor and nacelle [18]. In
a positive vertical shear, the blade moving at higher height could experience stall while the
one moving at lower height will experience a reduction in overall angle of attack relative
to design condition (and vice versa for negative vertical shear) [19]. If the shear is extreme
enough, the blades may experience a phenomenon known as dynamic stall [20], [21]. All
these phenomena together will result in high fluctuations in power generation, as well as
highly dynamic fatigue loads on the structure [22], [23]. The effects of horizontal shear are
similar to vertical shear in terms of power performance and blade fatigue loads. However,
EHS also induces yaw moments. These transient shears can happen for similar reasons as
uniform gusts, but mostly happen within wind farms, where the downstream wind turbines
are partially exposed to the wakes of other operating turbines [24], [25].
The IEC defines a classification for commercial wind turbines based on a reference wind
speed and turbulence intensity, in a way that covers most on-shore applications [2]. The
Turbulence Intensity (TI) is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation of wind speed
fluctuations to the average wind speed both calculated in 10 min intervals. TI levels of
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16%, 14% and 12% corresponded to the A, B and C reference turbulence classes (𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓 ).
For velocity references (𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑓 ), 3 classes have been defined (I, II, III) with 50, 42.5,
37.5 m/s as reference wind speeds, with one further class for special conditions (e.g.
offshore and tropical storms) which should be specified by the designer. These reference
velocities are used to calculate parameters related to the turbine external conditions. For
example, the standard mean value of the wind speed over a 10 min interval based on the
turbine class is 0.2 𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑓 . An extreme wind speed model as a function of height (𝑍), with
respect to the hub height (𝑍ℎ𝑢𝑏 ) with recurrence periods of 50 years (𝑈𝑒50) and 1 year
(𝑈𝑒1 ), is defined as follows:
𝑍

0.11

)
𝑈𝑒50 (𝑧) = 1.4𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑓 (
𝑍ℎ𝑢𝑏
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𝑈𝑒1 (𝑧) = 0.8𝑈𝑒50 (𝑧)

This definition is used for calculating the gust magnitude of the EOG.
The design stream-wise turbulence standard deviation (𝜎𝑢 ) is defined by a normal
turbulence model:
𝜎𝑢 = 𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓 (0.75𝑈ℎ𝑢𝑏 + 𝑏); 𝑏 = 5.6

𝑚
,
𝑠
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𝑈ℎ𝑢𝑏 is the average wind velocity at the at hub-height and 𝑏 is a constant. Accordingly,
the hub height gust magnitude (𝑈𝑔𝑢𝑠𝑡 ) is given as:

𝑈𝑔𝑢𝑠𝑡 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 {1.35(𝑈𝑒1 − 𝑈ℎ𝑢𝑏 ); 3.3(

𝜎𝑢
𝐷
1 + 0.1 ( )
Λ𝑢

)}
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Considering t as the instantaneous time and 𝑡 = 0 at the beginning of the gust, the
uniform EOG as function of time is defined as:
3𝜋𝑡
2𝜋𝑡
̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑈
− 0.37𝑈𝑔𝑢𝑠𝑡 𝑠𝑖𝑛
(1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠
) ; 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 0 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇,
𝑈(𝑡) = { ℎ𝑢𝑏
𝑇
𝑇
̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑈ℎ𝑢𝑏 ; 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑡 > 𝑇 𝑜𝑟 𝑡 < 0,
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T is the duration of the gust, specified as 10.5 seconds. 𝐷 is the diameter of the rotor,
and Λ 𝑢 is the longitudinal turbulence scale parameter which is a function of the hub height:
0.7𝑍ℎ𝑢𝑏
Λ𝑢 = {
42𝑚

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑍ℎ𝑢𝑏 ≤ 60 𝑚,
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑍ℎ𝑢𝑏 > 60 𝑚,
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The EVS and EHS have similar equations and both considered as EWS, which can be
added to or subtracted from the main uniform or ABL inflow. The EVS as function of
height (𝑍) and time can be calculated using the:
𝑍 − 𝑍ℎ𝑢𝑏
𝐷 0.25
2𝜋𝑡
(
) (2.5 + 0.2 𝛽𝜎𝑢 ( ) ) (1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (
)) ; 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 0 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇,
𝑈𝐸𝑉𝑆 (𝑍, 𝑡) = {
𝐷
𝛬𝑢
𝑇
0 ; 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑡 > 𝑇 𝑜𝑟 𝑡 < 0,
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𝛽 is a constant with value of 6.4 and T is 12 s in the EWS. The peak factor of the EOG
decreases with increasing size of the turbine or decreasing hub height, and vice versa for
the EWS based on these equations.
Along with more common steady state experiments [26], [27], developing transitory
flow field experiments have attracted the interests of researchers during the past few
decades [28], [29] to evaluate the various computational techniques or to directly
investigate complex phenomena in different applications. In the wind energy field some
efforts have been made to produce gusts; for example, using active grids [30], [31] and a
chopper mechanism [32]. Developing these unsteady flow fields basically comes down to
the experiment targets and the available wind tunnel facilities. In this study, the generation
of the EOG and the EWSs unsteady flow fields with relevant scaling (customised for a 2.2
m scaled HAWT) using 60 individually controlled jet fans in the WindEEE dome are
considered. This work presents a new numerical model of the WindEEE dome test chamber
which can be used to predict fan settings for any custom steady or unsteady 2D flow fields
before the physical experiment, and the capability of this facility to physically generate the
gusts and shears similar to IEC standard during experiments. The focus of this paper is just
on the time evolution of the simulated extreme conditions’ flow fields which is a prologue
for future experiments including an actual HAWT model.
This chapter is organized in three sections beside the introduction and it is as follows.
Section 2.2 details the development of the numerical model for the WindEEE test chamber
which was used to obtain the fan setups to use in physical simulation of the gusts. This
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section also provides a length and time scaling of the gust which based on that the target
gusts for experimental campaign are introduced. Section 2.3 presents the results from
velocity measurements at the test section in two parts, firstly the steady shears to assess the
accuracy of the developed numerical model to simulate the shear layers and secondly the
final transient simulated gusts and their comparison with IEC standard. Section 2.4
provides some conclusions.

2.2

Methodology
2.2.1 WindEEE dome

The physical experiments were conducted in the WindEEE Dome at Western University,
Canada. This is a versatile facility that can be run at different modes for creating various
non-stationary wind systems [33]. It has an inner test chamber with a 25 m diameter
hexagonal footprint and 3.8 m height. It has a total 106 fans, including 60 fans installed on
one wall and 40 fans over the other five peripheral walls. There are also 6 larger fans in a
plenum above the test chamber which are mostly used for generating 3D flows like
tornados and downbursts. The test chamber is in turn surrounded by an outer shell. The
dome inner shell/test chamber along with outline of the outer shell with the flow path in
the closed-circuit 2D flow mode (e.g. ABL, shear flows and etc) are presented in Figure
2-1a. In 2D flow mode, the louvers at the top and peripheral sides of the test chamber are
closed and the flow is energized only by the 60 fans, then it reaches to the test section
(center of the test chamber) and then exits the test chamber through the mesh of the wall at
the opposite end, then recirculating over the top while passing through the heat exchangers,
and finally back to the 60 fans’ inlet. Each fan is 0.8 m in diameter with 30 kW nominal
maximum power. In order to reach higher velocities and better flow uniformity
characteristics at the center of the test chamber, a two-dimensional contraction can be setup
to streamline the flow as shown in Figure 2-1b.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2-1. A brief geometry of the WindEEE dome, (a) the test chamber with outline of the
outer shell along with the flow path in closed-circuit 2D flow mode, (b) the test chamber with
contraction walls

The power set-points of the 60 fans can be adjusted by the software as fast as 2Hz.
However, this does not imply the fans themselves can throttle from 0% to 100% power at
2 Hz (due to rotational inertia of the fans’ rotors and electrical current filtering it takes ~3
s for the fans to adjust).
Another feature are the fans with adjustable inlet guide vanes which can regulate the
amount of flow rate through the fans. These vanes can be adjusted uniformly from 0% open
(close) to 100% open (Figure 2-2). They can also be adjusted dynamically by setting an
actuation frequency, duty cycle and an initial position. The actuation frequency specifies
the time between two cycles, while the duty cycle specifies the duration of an individual
cycle specified as a percentage of the time between two successive cycles. All these
features allow the generation customizable dynamic flows.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2-2. The adjustable vanes at the inlets of the 60 fans wall, (a) 100% open vanes, (b)
70% open vanes

2.2.2 Numerical flow analysis setup and tuning/ validation
In order to have a better understanding of the flow field in the test chamber, a numerical
model for the test chamber was created using the commercial Star-CCM+ CFD software,
which helped to predict the fan power setups for different scenarios prior running the
experiments.
For this purpose, four simplified symmetrical domains of the test chamber were generated
to save considerable CPU time as listed at Table 2-1. As this table outlines, the domains V
and V-c were used for simulating EOG, EVS and ABL flows; domains H and H-c were
used for simulating EHS.

Table 2-1: The symmetrical domains of the test chamber used for simulating different cases
Picture of the Domain

Application

Domain ID

Simulating ABLs and EVS & EOG
and tuning the boundary
conditions parameters

V

Simulating ABLs and EVS & EOG
with contraction walls and
tuning the boundary conditions
parameters

V-c
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Simulating EHS

H

Simulating EHS with
contraction walls

H-c

In order to discretize the domains, three mesh setups (M1, M2 and M3) were considered
for the polyhedral automated mesh function, built-in Star-CCM+ software. The general
details for the generated grids are presented in Table 2-2. For all the cases, 5 prism layers
with a total thickness of 0.05 m and with stretching of 30 % at the solid walls with minimum
of 4 elements in the gaps were used; the surface curvature and surface growth rate were
left at their default values (6 degrees and 20% respectively) with no specified mesh density
in the domains. In addition, in domains with contraction walls a custom control refinement
on the surfaces of the contraction walls was used to create elements half of the general base
size. The fans were modelled as squares with individual velocity inlet boundary conditions.
The outflow grid on the opposite wall was treated as uniform pressure outlet. All other
surfaces were treated as no-slip walls. Due to broad range of the Reynolds number across
the domain, controlling the wall y+ was challenging. Therefore, for modelling the Reynolds
stresses in the RANS equations, two-layer K-epsilon (k-ε) turbulence model was chosen.
The next step was to calibrate the boundary condition parameters based on the previous
experiment data that were available for scaled ESDU ABL profiles both with and without
contraction walls [34]. The simulated fan powers were then adjusted to reach the desired
average velocity profiles at the test section to match the existing experimental data. The
M1 setup at domain V and V-c were used for preliminary tuning of the input values at the
inlets and the outlet boundary condition parameters in order to get the best match with the
available data at the test section. The best results corresponded to an inlet turbulence
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intensity of 8% with length scale of 0.2 m and the outlet boundary set as a pressure outlet
with uniform zero-gauge pressure, 1% turbulence intensity and 0.05m length scale.
Working at full power, the fans can generate 13 and 31 m/s of uniform wind velocity at the
test section without and with contracting walls respectively. At the end the simulation
results showed that the full fan powers corresponded to a 16.5 m/s inlet boundary velocity.
The fan power set-points were then simplified as a linear interpolation between 0 and
16.5 m/s for the velocity inlets.
Table 2-2: Detail of grid sizes for each domain
Grid name tag
Number of Cells for Domain
V (Million)
Number of Cells for Domain

M1

M2

M3

1.41

2.53

5.52

2.37

3.72

6.75

N/A

1.93

N/A

N/A

3.00

N/A

0.1

0.08

0.06

V-c (Million)
Number of Cells for Domain
H (Million)
Number of Cells for Domain
H-c (Million)
Base size (m)

The mesh independency check was defined by the incrementally refined grids M1 to M3
using the velocity profiles at the test section for the ABL profiles which have different fan
power set points for each row (Figure 2-3). For low speed setup (without contraction) they
were at 50, 70, 70 and 50% from bottom row to top (Figure 2-3a); for the setup with
contractions, the fans are at 50, 65, 75 and 75% (Figure 2-3b); The velocity profiles from
the CFD results was defined by a probe line with 40 points over the entire height of the
chamber.
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Domain V

Domain V-c

(a)

(b)

Figure 2-3. The mean ABL velocity profiles at the test section for different mesh setups
comparing with the experimental data [34], (a) low speed (without contraction) and (b) high
speed (with contraction) mean velocity vertical profiles

According to Figure 2-4a &b showing the relative errors between velocities at each
height; the largest disconformities between different mesh setups occur close to the wall
which for this research is not the most important region. The more critical region for the
present experiments is at the middle heights where the wind turbine rotor will be located.
That being said, even the M1 setup has an acceptable range of error (~1%) at mid-height.
However, the M2 mesh setup was chosen as the best compromise of computation speed
and accuracy.

(a)

(b)
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Figure 2-4. The relative errors for (a) low speed velocities and (b) high speed velocities, the
solid lines are the mean value for the errors over the whole height

The discrepancy between the CFD simulation (M2) and the experimental data also
increases close to the wall. This error is rooted in uncertainty of the implemented
turbulence model and relative course mesh size close to the wall in the numerical model.
Nevertheless, they are in an acceptable range of engineering applications (under 10% of
relative error). A picture of discretized domain V-c with the M2 grid is shown in Figure
2-5.

Figure 2-5. The M2 grid for the V-c domain

As described, this numerical model has been developed based on a set of steady ABL
experimental data. The first application of it was to generate a calibration table that related
the steady fan power set-points to the mean velocity magnitudes and profiles at the test
section. This table was used to predict the fans’ powers in generating the EOG. For
simulating the EWSs, only the peak stages of these extreme events were considered for
modelling, again in steady condition in order to obtain the fan setups at the peak of the
corresponding wind shear event (see 2.3.1). These numerical simulations neglect the closed
loop flow recirculation dynamics in the dome. Nevertheless, it produces a reasonable
prediction of the fan setups for a specific flow field in a reasonable amount of time.
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2.2.3 Experimental setup for velocity measurements
The velocity measurements were obtained with seven cobra probes. These robust probes
[35] are capable of measuring the incoming airflow velocity within a cone shape of 45°
with up to 10 kHz sampling frequency. Each probe has 4 pressure tabs at the head (0.5mm
each) and is able to measure three velocity components with measuring range from 2 to 45
m/s with ±0.5 m/s, and ±1° pitch and yaw accuracy up to approximately 30 % turbulence
intensity. In this study, the average stream wise wind velocity was 5 m/s; therefore, all the
presented wind measurements have ~ 10% accuracy in average.
Two different setups for velocity measurements were used; vertical and horizontal
arrangements (Figure 2-6a & b). The sampling duration was 60 s with sampling frequency
of 2000 Hz for each measurement run. The sampling duration was considered long enough
compared to the 5 s extreme events to check for any unexpected perturbation in the flow
field due to running the experiments in closed loop mode as the flow recirculates, by
considering the flow recalculation path (~25+4+25+4=58 𝑚) and the average wind speed
(~5 𝑚/𝑠) which give recirculation time of 12 second. The precise turbulence characteristics
is not the major objective of the current study, so the sampling frequency was chosen based
on previous studies in this facility [36], [37]. In each extreme event multiple actuation times
for modulating either the fan powers or the IGVs were considered; this study presents the
best results compared to the target extreme events from an individual test run. More detail
about cobra probes connection is presented in Figure 2-6d (just one of the probes is
presented in this figure). The blue and yellow arrows are used for annotation of connections
and equipment respectively. For correct measurements these probes need a static reference
pressure. Therefore, all of them were connected to the static pressure side of a pitot tube
via a manifold. The pitot tube was installed close to the cobra probe E in the middle of the
array. Each cobra probe interface box has four cobra probe and eight analog input channels
(the analog channels were not used). Therefore, two interface boxes were used which were
connected with a specific synchronizing cable. Then each of these boxes were connected
to the same A/D card via USB cables. The A/D card then was connected to a laptop that
had the required TFI software installed.
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(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2-6. The arrangement of cobra probes based on the dimension of a 2.2m diameter
HAWT for (a) vertical and (b) horizontal measurements at the center of the test section, (c)
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Setting up the 7 cobra probes in a horizontal arrangement at the test section, (d) Cobra probe
connection details

The locations of the probes were chosen based on the dimension of the available wind
turbine in the facility. This turbine has a 2.2 m diameter with adjustable hub height, chosen
as 1.9 m [38]. This entire paper is dedicated just to the development of the flow field.
Investigation the effect of these unsteady wind conditions on the turbine is left for future
work.

2.2.4 Gust length and time scaling
The time durations of the extreme events (T), as mentioned earlier, are 10.5 s for EOG
and 12 s for EWS [2]. Subsequently, the gust durations correspond to 3 to 4 complete rotor
revolutions periods for full-scale turbines (which usually have angular speed of 15-18 RPM
in 10 m/s average wind speed). Usually, for a scaled wind turbine in the wind tunnel 4 rotor
revolutions happen on the order of a second at the nominal operating condition. This gust
time scale would be impossible to simulate at WindEEE facility given the physical
limitations of the hardware. Therefore, by assuming that the time scale of the gust is equal
to propagation time of 4 loops of a blade tip vortex downstream in the wake. The relevant
gust time becomes function of turbine operating parameters and wind speed which then
can be adjusted. We can calculate the propagation length and time of these vortex loops
𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑑𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑝 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑

based on the definition of the Tip Speed Ratio (TSR:𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑); assuming a uniform
wake we have:
Ω=

𝜆𝑈ℎ𝑢𝑏

Ω′ =

𝑅

[𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠],

𝜆𝑈ℎ𝑢𝑏

𝑈ℎ𝑢𝑏 ×

𝑅

2-7

1

× 2𝜋 [𝑟𝑒𝑣/𝑠],

1
2𝜋𝑅 𝑚
=
[
],
Ω′
𝜆 𝑟𝑒𝑣

where Ω is the angular velocity in radiant per second and Ω′ is in revolution per second,
𝜆 is TSR and 𝑅 is the radius of the rotor; with some rearrangement the last part in equation
2-7 can be rewritten as follow:
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𝐿′ 𝑇 ′ 𝑈ℎ𝑢𝑏 𝜋
=
= ,
𝐷
𝐷
𝜆

2-8

the 𝐿′ and 𝑇 ′ are the length and time duration for propagation of one vortex loop in the
wake. Based on the equation 2-8 and our assumption, an appropriate gust time and length
can be calculated from:
𝑳𝒔 𝑻𝒔 𝑈ℎ𝑢𝑏
𝜋
=
=4 ,
𝐷
𝐷
𝜆

2-9

Accordingly, the scaled time duration (𝑇𝑠 ) is function of TSR, free stream velocity and
the diameter of the rotor. The scaled length (𝐿𝑠 ) is function of TSR and diameter of the
rotor (Figure 2-7).
If the scaled turbine works at the same TSR and free stream velocity as the full-scale
commercial HAWT, the time and length scale would be equal to their geometrical scale
(i.e. the ratio of diameters).

Figure 2-7. Visual representation of the length and the time scale proper for the extreme
conditions with assuming a symmetric wake

The flow behaviour in the near wake region is directly correlated to the overall
performance of a HAWT. Matching the time duration of the extreme condition to the
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propagation of 4 vortex loops in the wake should be a reasonable comparison to the full
scale in terms of variation of power and loads on the wind turbine.
For a commercial B-III class HAWT with 92 m diameter rotor and 80 m hub height, at
10 m/s average velocity, the prescribed EOG and EVS are presented in Figure 2-8a & b.
The time windows in these figures start and end with the extreme events.
The physical experiments showed that the fastest possible gust events with the required
peak factor were around 5 seconds due to the hardware limitation. Therefore, to match the
extreme event period to the suggested scaling assumptions, the 2.2 m scaled wind turbine
should work in 5 m/s free stream velocity with operating TSR of 1.1, then it would take 5
seconds for the four complete loops of the tip vortexes generated by a specific blade to
propagate in the wake. Accordingly, in all of the simulations and experiments the hub
height velocity was kept at 5 m/s. Assuming a similar B-III class for the scaled HAWT
with the hub height of 2 m, the scaled extreme condition profiles are shown in Figure 2-8c
& d; in the scaled EOG velocity should uniformly rise from 5 to ~7.8 and then back to 5
m/s in 5 seconds with ~1 m/s drops before and after the main peak relative to the average
free stream velocity (Figure 2-8c). However, in the experiments the gusts have been
simplified by not including the velocity drops (the red dashed-line in Figure 2-8c). This
simplification stretches the actual rising and falling time from ~ 2.5 to 5 s. Yet, this is the
compromise that was made due to the hardware limitations. Hence, in this study, the target
EOG has the same falling and rising time period as the scaled EWSs. The pre-post dips in
the standard EOG reflect field data wherein gusts are preceded by lulls; however for the
purpose of investigating peak loading during gust events, for a machine nominally
operating at the mean wind speed and assumed not responding much during the lull period,
it is the velocity excursion above average wind speed that is important to capture. Future
apparatus design and fan control may enable execution of pre-post lulls in prospective
experiments.
In the scaled EVS the uniform velocity field transitions to a highly sheared flow (~7 m/s
velocity shear over 2.2 m distance) and then back to a uniform field, again in 5 seconds
(Figure 2-8d).
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(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2-8. The extreme operational conditions for a full scale HAWT class B-III with 92 m
diameter and hub height of 80m at 10 m/s uniform wind speed compared with the scaled
conditions for a B-III turbine with 2.2 m diameter and 2 m hub height at 5 m/s average wind
speed (a) full scale extreme operational gust, (b) full scale extreme vertical shear, (c) scaled
extreme operating gust, the solid blue line is for IEC and the simplified gust that actually was
targeted is in red dashed-line, (d) scaled extreme vertical shear

In these settings, the length and time scale ratios are 5.2 and 2.4 respectively. The
Reynolds number based on the relative velocity and chord size at the 70% blade span for
full scale turbine at the nominal wind speed and TSR (10 m/s and 8 respectively) is
~7.5 × 106 and for the scaled turbine at our lab condition is ~32.5 × 103 which gives the
ratio of ~230.
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2.3

Results and discussion
2.3.1 Steady wind shear

In this section, the simulation cases are all steady and just carried out for the peak stages
which is the instantaneous point in time where that maximum shear occurs, as a preliminary
investigation to unsteady experiment runs that are examined in the next sub-section. Using
the tuned numerical model, the V-c and H-c domains were used to simulate the desired
vertical and horizontal sheared flows by modulating the input velocity for the different
rows and columns of the fans. The target was to match the velocity profile as similar as
possible to the IEC standard for the scaled HAWT, corresponding to ~7 m/s shear while
keeping the velocity at the rotor centerline 5 m/s. Figure 2-9 shows the fan setups using
CFD for creating the desired shears which could be achieved by using only the 5 fan
columns at the middle. For creating negative vertical shear, the setup presented in Figure
2-9a was inverted.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2-9. Fan setups for peak stages of extreme (a) vertical and (b) horizontal shears,
prescribed for the scaled HAWT identical to full scale condition, the power set-points for each
row and columns is included (just the 5 columns at the middle are working)

Using the fan setups shown in Figure 2-9 the physical experiments were carried out and
velocity measurements made using the cobra probes. Figure 2-10a, b & c show the average
velocity at each probe including the range of velocity fluctuations (standard deviation)
compared with average velocity profile from the CFD (dashed-line) and the prescribed
shear by IEC standard (yellow solid-line) for the EVS, EHS and negative EVS respectively.
The high velocity fluctuations relative to the mean velocity in experiments are due to the
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strong vortexes that form in these highly sheared flows which increase the momentum
mixing at different heights. The amount of shear that was prescribed (~7 m/s velocity
difference) is being successfully created in the tunnel for the positive vertical shear case
(Figure 2-10a). However, for the horizontal and negative vertical cases (Figure 2-10b & c)
there are larger shears than desired, resulting in a ~10 m/s velocity difference. From Figure
2-10a & c it is clear that the lower fans work more efficiently than the upper fans (i.e. with
the same value of the power set-points, the lower fans generate higher velocities). The
largest disconformity exists in the horizontal shear case (Figure 2-10b).
The relative discrepancy between the mean velocity fields of these three experimental
steady shears and the IEC are presented in Figure 2-10d. Accordingly, the average amount
of disconformities over all of the probes are 41, 27 and 9 % for the horizontal, the negative
vertical and the vertical steady shears respectively. Basically, this comparison revealed the
capability of the developed numerical model to predict the fan setups for simulating the
EWS. As was explained in section 2.2.2, the numerical model is tuned just based on
previously tested ABL flows while assuming similar efficiencies for all the fans, neglecting
the flow recirculation in the outer shell and simplifying WindEEE test chamber geometry.
The fan power values in all the test cases (steady and unsteady) are directly taken from the
steady numerical model prediction results. In future, further field adjustments are required
to generate a flow field as similar as possible to the IEC prescription.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

Figure 2-10: CFD predictions vs experiment data for steady (a) vertical shear, (b) horizontal
shear and (c) negative vertical shear, (d) the relative disconformity between experiment and
IEC standard

2.3.2 Unsteady experiments
For the shear cases just the five columns of the fans in the middle were working (only 20
out of 60 fans were operated). The uniform flow field before and after the shear events,
generated by setting these 20 fans to 39% power. The best results in terms of the event
duration, were captured when the extreme condition setups were set for 1.6 s in the actuator
software (i.e. the fan powers uniformly stayed at 39% and then switched to the setup in
Figure 2-9 for just 1.6 seconds then back to the 39% uniform). The uniform gusts were
generated in two ways. The first was again by changing the power set-points of all the 60
fans together. According to the results from the CFD simulations (Domain V-c), in order
to achieve the prescribed EOG, the fan power set-points should switch from 17% to 30%
and back to the 17% power in the software. For the uniform gust, the best result again was
obtained with setting fans to 30% for 1.6 s which resulted in ~5 𝑠 uniform gust with desired
peak factor. The second way of generating a uniform gust was using the IGVs while
keeping fan power set-points constant at 30%. In this run, the actuation frequency of the
IGVs was set at 0.05 Hz with a duty cycle of 8%, initial position of 10% open with cycling
to 100% open (see section 2.2.1 for IGV setting definitions). In addition, in each uniform
gust case, to obtain a better understanding of the uniformity of the flow field, two
measurement runs were conducted using both vertical and horizontal layouts of the cobra
probes (layouts in Figure 2-6). For processing the data all of the velocity time histories
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were filtered using a moving average with an averaging window of 0.2 s based on the
criteria described at [10].
3D pictures of the filtered turbulent wind fields for the EVS, EHS, negative EVS, EOG
cases generated with changing fan powers (vertical & horizontal measurements), and the
EOG generated using the IGVs (vertical & horizontal measurements) are presented in
Figure 2-11a, b, c, d & e, f & g respectively. The average magnitude of fluctuation around
the mean velocity values due to the filtration are ±0.16 m/s for the EWS cases, ±0.11 m/s
for the EOG using the fan powers and ±0.41 m/s for the EOG using the IGVs. In Figure
2-11a & c when the 20 fans at middle are operating, it is again evident that the fans at the
top row do not work as efficient as the other fans; they could have less stable air supply
than the lower rows which should be due to the tight direction change of the recirculating
flow from the top. Figure 2-11d & f show velocity fields when all 60 the fans are operating
with the contraction walls to help unifying the flow field. Figure 2-11b, e & g show that all
of the flow fields are horizontally uniform. The data from the EOG generation with IGVs
(which work in a cyclic manner) in Figure 2-11f & g shows the background velocity
fluctuations are high relative to the EOG generation by manipulating the fans’ powers in
Figure 2-11d & e.
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(b) EHS

Velocity colormap (m/s)

(a) EVS

(c) negative EVS

(d) EOG generated with changing fan
powers, vertical measurements
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(e) EOG generated with changing fan
powers, horizontal measurements

(f) EOG generated with IGVs, vertical
measurements

(g) EOG generated with IGVs, horizontal
measurements

Figure 2-11. 3D pictures of the complete time history of the phased averaged (with 0.2 s averaging
window) turbulent velocity field

In order to have a better comparison of these unsteady cases with the IEC, the velocity
time history extracted from the cobra probes B to H (with the layout showed in Figure 2-6)
in blue solid-lines along with the standard specifications in orange solid-lines are plotted
in Figure 2-12 at the left columns (cases are in the same order as Figure 2-11). The right
columns contain the relative instantaneous discrepancy of the velocity relative to the IEC
prescribed velocity, normalized by the average velocity (~5 𝑚/𝑠).
Based on data for the shear cases, at the peak stages the amount of desired shear is
successfully being generated. However, due to the difference in velocities, there is a time
lag between the peaks’ locations at the top to bottom heights of the EVS cases, and left to
right in the EHS cases (Figure 2-12a, b and c).
As previously discussed, when just the 20 fans in the middle are working the lower
efficiency of the top row of the fans is more noticeable at probe H in Figure 2-12a & c;
the velocity time history at this height and condition has more fluctuations compared to the
other probes. Probe H in Figure 2-12d & f shows in better detail that using all the 60 fans
and the contraction walls helps homogenizing the flow field close to the ceiling (i.e. similar
velocity magnitudes and fluctuations in all the time histories across the probes ). Yet, in
the gust peak when the flow is highly dynamic, the insufficiency of the air supply for the
top row is noticeable as the probe H in Figure 2-12d demonstrates (the sudden velocity
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drop while the velocity in other probes are consistently increasing). Similar velocity
instabilities have been observed at the same height in other experiment runs when rapid
fan power changes were applied. Figure 2-12d & e in detail present the flow field of the
EOG generated by changing the whole 60 fans’ powers. As the discrepancy time histories
suggests, the generated EOGs with this method are consistent with the target simplified
gust. However, the profiles are slightly asymmetric; the left side of the gust profiles have
positive curvature and the right sides have linear behaviors. This could be due to the fact
that the fans do not decelerate as fast as they can accelerate (the gust falling time is not as
fast as its rising time). Active fan braking might be explored in future work to accelerate
the falling gusts, instead of relying on inertia/friction.

(a) EVS
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(b) EHS

(c) negative EVS
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(d) EOG generated with changing fan powers, vertical measurements

(e) EOG generated with changing fan powers, horizontal measurements
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(f) EOG generated with IGVs, vertical measurements

(g) EOG generated with IGVs, horizontal measurements

Figure 2-12. Filtred velocity time history at each probe (with the layout presented in Figure 2-7) as
solid blue line compared with prescribed extreme velocity as a solid orange line (left column), time
history of relative instantaneous velocity discrepancy normalized by average velocity (right column)
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The most consistent EOG was generated by using IGVs in terms of uniformity, symmetry
and peak factor at the test section (Figure 2-12f & g). The only noticeable inconsistency of
this simulated EOG is due to effect of the contractions walls resulted in slightly higher
velocity peaks in probe H and B in Figure 2-12g that are in 1.1 m offset from the center.
The generated gust also has positive curvature on the both rising and falling sides. Even
though, the simplified target gust has a negative curvature.

2.4

Conclusion

A hybrid experimental/numerical study has been carried out to investigate the possibility
of creating extreme conditions for a scaled HAWT based on the IEC 61400-1 standard, in
particular the EOG and EWSs, using a unique 60 fan setup in the WindEEE dome at
Western University. These conditions were tailored for a 2.2 m diameter test HAWT with
the aim to further relate this work to full-scale wind turbines. Therefore, a length and time
scaling approach based on tip vortex propagation in the wake was introduced. The resulting
time scale is a function of the free stream velocity, tip speed ratio and diameter of the rotor.
A simplified numerical model was first developed and tuned based on a set of steady
ABL flow data; the model used a simplified geometry of the WindEEE testing chamber
and did not simulate the flow recirculation in the outer shell. The model also treated the
fans simply as velocity inlet boundary conditions with the same efficiencies. Yet, it gave a
good understanding of the relation between fan power set-points and the flow field at
relevant part of the test chamber, which then was used to predict the fan setups for the
physical simulation of the extreme events. For future target scenarios the numerical model
can be useful to obtain the primary setup, however field adjustments are recommended.
Steady experiment runs corresponding to the peak of the shear cases showed that the fans
act non-linearly having different individual efficiencies, especially the top and bottom rows
due to the sharp recirculation angle at the suction side of the 60 fan wall. This has not been
taken into account in the simplified CFD model and consequently resulted in discrepancies
between experiments and the standard shear. By quantifying these discrepancies,
corrections can be applied to improve the replication of these events. The unsteady shear
flow experiments showed that even though the desired peak factor was generated the high
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and low velocity peaks reach the test section with a time lag. This can be corrected in the
future by providing a phase difference in actuations between the top and bottom rows of
fans.
In generation of the EOG by dynamic change of the fan powers, the flow field was more
consistent than the EWS compared to their own baselines; the combination of 60 operating
fans and the contraction walls helped unifying the flow field. Yet, in fast power transitions
due to the sharp recirculation angle the flow field showed some unpredictability and
inconsistency close to the ceiling of the test chamber. Generating uniform gusts using the
IGVs produced the best results in terms of time scale and peak factor, as well as flow field
uniformity and reproducibility. Considering the simplified gust profile without the velocity
drops, the generated gust imitates the simplified theoretical profile.
Overall,

this

study

demonstrated

promising

results

using

a

hybrid

numerical/experimental approach for the simulation of extreme wind conditions. These
extreme gust conditions can be used with minor modifications in future physical tests to
investigate their effects on different aspects of wind turbines’ performances. Furthermore,
a detail investigation into the reproducibility of these extreme events, specifically the cases
generated by dynamic change of the fan powers, is recommended.
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Chapter 3

3 Investigation the loads and performance of a model horizontal
axis wind turbine under reproducible IEC extreme operational
condition©
The power performance and loading dynamic responses of a 2.2 m scaled horizontal axis
wind turbine (HAWT) under the IEC 61400-1 transient operational extreme conditions
were investigated. Extreme wind shears (EWS) and extreme operational gust (EOG)
inflow conditions, generated in the WindEEE dome at Western University. The global
forces were measured by a multi axis force balance at the HAWT tower base. The unsteady
horizontal shear induced a significant yaw moment on the rotor with similar dynamic loads
as the extreme event with no serious effect on the power generation. The EOG severely
affected all the performance parameters of the turbine which were highly dependent on the
operational TSR and the time duration of the event.

3.1

Introduction

In the past two decades, wind energy has grown to become one of the primary sources of
energy being installed worldwide in an effort to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. One of
the main factors of this increasing trend is the continued decreasing price of energy
generated by wind energy devices. It is still expected for this market to grow by having
even lower levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) in the near future [1]. This price reduction
can be facilitated by more technological advancements (e.g. building larger rotors) and
better understanding of the interaction between different wind conditions and the turbines
in order to increase the life cycle of these wind energy systems.
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The dynamic nature of the atmospheric boundary layers (ABL) affects all the dynamic
outputs of the wind energy systems; these all bring challenges to further growth of the wind
energy share in the energy sector. One of the main challenges for todays’ wind energy
systems are the power generation fluctuations which cause instability in the grid network
[2]. It has been reported that the effect of the extreme events can get transferred to the grid
with even amplification in magnitudes (amount of power generation is related to the cube
of wind velocity); the power output of the whole wind farm can change by 50% in just 2
minutes [3]. These turbulent features also induce fatigue loads on the blades [4]
predominantly for the flap wise loadings [5], which then get transferred to the gearbox [6],
bearings and then the whole structure. Implementation of LIDAR technology can make
revolutionary contribution to this matter by measuring the upstream flow field and give
enough time to the control system to properly adjust itself (e.g. blade pitch angles,
generator load & etc) in order to reduce overall power fluctuations and the mechanical load
variations [7].
During the past few decades some comprehensive design guidelines have been developed
in terms of load analysis. The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) included
some deterministic design load cases for commercial horizontal axis wind turbines
(HAWT) in operating condition in the IEC 61400-1 document [8] followed by statistical
analysis introduced in the latest edition [9]. Herein we test the power generation and loads
on a scaled HAWT for representative deterministic gust design conditions as per third
version of the IEC 61400-1. In the last chapter, the development of the corresponding
scaled extreme transient wind fields was carried out. More specifically, the extreme
operational gust (EOG) and extreme wind shears (EWS) which includes the extreme
vertical and horizontal shears (EVS and EHS), were all experimentally simulated in the
WindEEE Dome.
From an aerodynamic perspective the effective angle of attack on the blades and
consequently the global lift and drag forces increase during wind gust conditions which
result in blade’s torque, thrust and root moment amplification. Several experimental studies
have been conducted to control the rotor aerodynamics under these transient events. The
application of the adaptive camber airfoil in a gusty inflow generated by active grid was
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investigated by Wester et al., 2018 [10]. These type of airfoils have coupled leading and
trailing edge flaps, which can be adjusted to de-camber the profile with increasing lift force.
This proved to reduce the integral lift force about 20% at the peak in a gust event. Petrović
et al., 2019 [11] developed an algorithm for a PI controller of the pitch angles of a scaled
wind turbine in the wind gust conditions generated by an active grid. Using the algorithm,
they were able to reduce over speeding of the rotor and the blades’ bending moments.
The effect of the wind shears on wind turbine aerodynamics has been studied by several
investigators. The effect of various shear flows and turbulence intensities, generated by
active grid, on the near wake region of a small scaled turbine was investigated by Li et. al.
[12] using PIV measurements. It has been found that the absolute mean velocity deficit in
this region remains symmetric and it is insensitive to the inflow non-uniformity. Also, the
mean power production does not change with the amount of the shear. However, the power
fluctuation has a linear correlation with the amount of background turbulence intensity, in
other words, the effect of higher shears translated as a higher inflow turbulence and
therefore higher fluctuations in power. Similar results were reported by Sezer-Uzol and
Uzol [13] who used a three-dimensional unsteady vortex-panel method to investigate the
effect of transient EWS on the performance of a HAWT. They found that due to the EWS,
the blades experience asymmetrical surface pressure variations. Consequently, the rotor
produces power and thrust with high amplitude of fluctuations which cause significant
structural issues and reduce the lifetime of the turbine. From the field data perspective it
has been reported that for the same reference wind speed, higher turbulence intensities
result in relative higher power efficiencies below the nominal operational condition but the
efficiency decreases in transition to rated power [14].
The transient flow fields have been previously generated either numerically or physically
by means of active grids. While some of these studies reproduced various transient flows,
none had attempted to reproduce and apply the EOG and EWS as per IEC standards and
compare the results with stationary and uniform inflow conditions which constitutes the
main objectives of the present study. Moreover, the present work employs for the first time
a matrix of individually controlled fans to generate customized flow fields and investigate
their effect on a model scale wind turbine. The work has been done at the WindEEE Dome
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at Western University Canada. Alongside with the numerical simulations and field data,
this setup can contribute to fast development of the new control prototypes of HAWT to
customized transient wind fields.
This is an experimental study for examination of the load and power performance of the
turbine under four unsteady extreme condition cases (EVS, EHS, negative EVS and EOG),
developed in Chapter 2. To provide an examination of changes relative to a baseline
reference, the results in each case have been normalized with values from a uniform inflow.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 briefly presents the target deterministic
operational extreme conditions. Section 3.3 details the WindEEE chamber and the
experiment setups; this section also provides the details about the uniform flow fields used
as reference values for comparisons. Section 3.4 presents the results from EWSs and EOG.
Section 3.5 provides the conclusions.

3.2

Deterministic extreme operating conditions

Prior to introducing the deterministic gust models, it is informative to know how the
standard [8] classifies wind turbines based on a reference wind speed and turbulence
intensity (TI). The TI in the standard is given for a specific height, and is defined as the
ratio of the mean standard deviation of wind speed fluctuations to the mean wind speed
value at that height, both calculated in 10 min intervals. Three classes of reference wind
speeds (𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑓 : I, II and III ) and three classes of turbulence intensities (𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓 : A, B and C ) are
defined that gives a combination of 9 external turbine design conditions that have specified
values. One further class for special conditions (e.g. off-shore and tropical storms) is
considered which should be specified by the designer. Correspondingly, an extreme wind
speed model as a function of height (𝑍) with respect to the hub height (𝑍ℎ𝑢𝑏 ) with
recurrence period of 50 years (𝑈𝑒50) and 1 year (𝑈𝑒1 ), is defined as follows:
𝑍 0.11
)
𝑈𝑒50 (𝑧) = 1.4𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑓 (
𝑍ℎ𝑢𝑏

3-1

𝑈𝑒1 (𝑧) = 0.8𝑈𝑒50 (𝑧)
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Based on the turbulence class, the streamwise hub height velocity standard deviation
(𝜎𝑢 ), is defined by what is called the normal turbulence model as equation 3-4.
̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝜎𝑢 = 𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓 (0.75𝑈
ℎ𝑢𝑏 + 5.6),
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̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑈
ℎ𝑢𝑏 is the average velocity at hub height.
Based on equations 3-2 and 3-1 the hub height gust magnitude (𝑈𝑔𝑢𝑠𝑡 ) is given as:

𝑈𝑔𝑢𝑠𝑡 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 {1.35(𝑈𝑒1 − 𝑈ℎ𝑢𝑏 ); 3.3(

𝜎𝑢
𝐷
1 + 0.1 ( )
Λ𝑢

3-3

)}

Taking 𝑡 as the time and 𝑡 = 0 as the beginning of the gust, the velocity time evolution
of the EOG is defined as:
3𝜋𝑡
2𝜋𝑡
̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑈ℎ𝑢𝑏 − 0.37𝑈𝑔𝑢𝑠𝑡 𝑠𝑖𝑛
(1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠
) ; 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 0 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇,
𝑈(𝑡) = {
𝑇
𝑇
̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑈ℎ𝑢𝑏 ; 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑡 > 𝑇 𝑜𝑟 𝑡 < 0,
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T is the duration of the EOG, specified as 10.5 seconds, 𝐷 is the diameter of the rotor
and Λ 𝑢 is the longitudinal turbulence scale parameter which is a function of the hub
height:
0.7𝑍ℎ𝑢𝑏
Λ𝑢 = {
42 𝑚

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑍ℎ𝑢𝑏 ≤ 60 𝑚,
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑍ℎ𝑢𝑏 > 60 𝑚,
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The EWS can be added to or subtracted from the main uniform or ABL inflows. The EVS
velocity time evolution at a specific height (𝑍) can be calculated using equation 3-6.
𝑍 − 𝑍ℎ𝑢𝑏
𝐷 0.25
2𝜋𝑡
(
) (2.5 + 1.28𝜎𝑢 ( ) ) (1 − cos (
)) ; 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 0 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇,
𝑈𝐸𝑉𝑆 (𝑍, 𝑡) = {
𝐷
Λ𝑢
𝑇
0 ; 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑡 > 𝑇 𝑜𝑟 𝑡 < 0,
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The EWS duration is 12 s. For a commercial 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐵 class HAWT with 92 m diameter and
80 m tower hub height, at 10 m/s average velocity, the prescribed EOG and EVS are
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presented in Figure 3-1a & b. The time windows in these figures start and end with the
extreme event. The standard gust durations in operation condition are relatively long
compared to the response time of scaled wind turbines. Herein, we assume these time
durations (10.5 s for EOG and 12 s for EWS) correspond to 4 complete rotor revolutions
period in commercial wind turbines which typically have a rotational speed in the range of
~15 − 20 𝑅𝑃𝑀; or in another words, the gust time duration is equal to the propagation of
the four complete tip vortex loops from a specific blade in the wake. Accordingly, the time
scale becomes a function of TSR (i.e. the ratio of the blade tip linear velocity over the free
stream), free stream velocity and diameter of the rotor; the length scale is just a function of
TSR and diameter of the rotor.
Assuming a similar 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐵 class HAWT with hub height of ~2 m with the 2.2 m diameter
scaled wind turbine, at 5 m/s average hub-height velocity, the extreme condition profiles
look identical to the full-scale ones (the same peak factor but different gust time) as
presented in Figure 3-1c & d. These are the inflow fields that are considered in the present
experiments.
For a scaled wind turbine, the duration corresponding to four revolutions in similar
operating conditions is of the order of one second. The experiments in the earlier study
showed that the fastest possible gust obtained in the WindEEE Dome with this peak factor
is around 5 seconds (see section 2.2.4). Therefore, based on our assumption the turbine
should be working at 1.1 TSR. Also due to hardware limitation in the physical experiments
the EOG has been simplified by excluding the velocity drops before and after the main
peak as it is shown in Figure 3-1c in red-dashed line.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3-1. Extreme operational conditions for a full scale HAWT 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐵 class with 92m
diameter and hub height of 80m at 10 m/s uniform wind speed, (a) extreme operational gust,
(b) extreme vertical shear on the rotor with hub height as reference, The scaled extreme
condition, (c) the IEC EOG and the simplified EOG that was targeted, (d) extreme vertical
shear.

It is worth to mention that these extreme models are relatively simple and not able to
capture the real dynamics of the ABL flow-field that directly affect the performance of the
turbine [15], [16]. However, it provides practical guidelines for the development and wind
tunnel testing of HAWTs.
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3.3

Experimental methodology
3.3.1 WindEEE Dome

The experiments were carried out at the Wind Engineering, Energy and Environment
(WindEEE) Dome at Western University, Canada. The test chamber has 25 m diameter
footprint and 3.8 m height with a total number of 106 fans among which 60 fans mounted
along one of the hexagonal walls in a 4×15 matrix and 40 fans are on the rest of the
peripheral five walls (Figure 3-2a). 6 other larger fans are in a plenum above the test
chamber usually being used for 3D flows like tornado and down bursts [17]. In the present
study, experiments were carried out using the dome in 2D flow (e.g. ABL, uniform straight
flows and etc.) closed circuit mode which just the 60-fan wall is operated. In this mode the
flow recirculates from the top through the outer shell as it is shown in Figure 3-2a. Each of
these fans are 0.8 m in diameter and are individually controlled to a percentage of their 30kW maximum power using variable frequency drives. In order to reach higher velocities at
lower fan power set-points at the test chamber for generating EOG a 2D contraction with
ratio of 3, was installed just downstream of the 60-fan wall (Figure 3-2a). These fans are
equipped with adjustable inlet guiding vanes (IGV). They can be adjusted stationary from
0% open (close) to 100% open or dynamically in a cycle of opening and closing (Figure
3-2b). By using this feature the uniform gusts were produced. The transient shears were
produced by power modification of the 5 middle fan columns (20 fans). Therefore,
contraction walls had no effect on the EWS flow fields.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3-2. Simplified geometry of the WindEEE dome, (a) the test chamber and the
contraction walls with the flow recirculation path through the outer shell in closed circuit 2D
flow mode (b) The adjustable vanes at the inlets of the 60 fans at 70% open vanes

3.3.2 The experimental set-up for power and load performance
To measure the velocity of the flow filed, four cobra probes [18] are used in a plane 1 m
upstream (~0.5 D) the rotor and 1.3 m offset from the centerline of the primary flow
direction. The probes are set at 3 m and 0.8 m heights corresponding to the highest and
lowest heights of the rotating blades’ tips (Figure 3-3). With this configuration the cobra
probes can give a proper perception of the flow field over the wind turbine rotor plane. The
wind turbine was mounted on a six-component force balance sensor for measuring all 3
forces/ shears and 3 moments at the base of the tower. After mounting the turbine, the force
balance was calibrated as zero in all the axis when turbine was parked and fans were not
operating. In addition, a light photoelectric diffuse reflection proximity sensor was used
which gives a voltage pulse once it detects a light reflection from the blade passing in front.
Using the pulse, one can measure the angular velocity of the rotor with a high resolution
(three times a revolution). This wind turbine is equipped with a three phase AC generator.
A specific electrical circuit was used to convert the voltage and current to DC and feed the
power to the resistors. The last parameter that was monitored was the voltage from the
terminals of the power resistors which were set at constant 8.1Ω in order to keep the rotor
at the desired TSR (= 1.1). At the end, eight analogue voltage signals (six voltages from
force balance, one from proximity sensor and one from load terminals), plus four wind
velocity signals gathered to one deck and logged at 2000 Hz frequency for 90 s for each
experiment run.
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Figure 3-3. Set-up for measuring power generation and dynamic loads for different type of
inflow

The schematic of the positioning of the wind turbine and the cobra probes relative to the
local coordinate system (centre of the WindEEE dome/ base of the tower) is depicted in
Figure 3-4. The shear forces and moments at the base are correlated with the performance
of the wind turbine. Based on this local coordinate system, the most important shear force
at the base is in the X direction which represents the thrust of the rotor plus the drag force
of the tower. The X moment represents torque on the generator plus induced vortex
shedding moment; the Y moment shows the bending moment due to drag on the whole
structure (correlated to the forces in X direction) and the moment around the Z axis shows
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the torsion due to horizontal non-uniformity of the flow. The Z force is a measure of how
much the turbine gets pushed down or upward during the operation.

Figure 3-4. The arrangement of cobra probes and HAWT relative to local coordinate system

3.3.3 Baseline uniform inflow experiments
As mentioned earlier, in this study four unsteady extreme condition cases (EVS, EHS,
negative EVS and EOG) are considered for the investigation. The results from power
performance and loading of each case are normalized with their corresponding averaged
data from one of the two different 5 m/s steady uniform wind inflow while the TSR was
kept close to 1.1 to match the scaling that was considered. The reason for using different
uniform cases is due to the difference in the flow characteristics (TI and spectra) related to
the different fan setups for each case. At this low TSR, considerable parts of the blades are
in stall and the TI magnitude can affect the flow behavior on the suction side of the blades
and result in noticeable difference in loads and power performance of the wind turbine.
The mean and RMS values of the data obtained from the force balance, turbine power and
TSR from these two uniform cases are tabulated in Table 3-1. The bolded values in this
table will be used to normalize the corresponding data from the transient experiment cases.
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Table 3-1: The mean values of loads and power generation for different steady uniform cases
(with the same load, 8.1𝜴)
Average wind

5 m/s
Uniform

Fan Configuration

Case

Turbine Performance

velocity and TI
from all the

(mean value | standard deviation)

probes

5 columns at middle at 40%
and IGVs at 100% open

x-axis

Shears (N)

Moments (Nm)

y-axis

z-axis

14.36 | 0.45

-0.22 | 0.37

-4.8| 0.69

0.87 | 0.19

-20.51 | 0.91

-0.14 | .25

4.91 m/s,

A

16%
Electrical
0.81| 0.04
power (W)

TSR

1.30 | 0.11

All fans at 30% and IGVs at
10% open

Shears (N)

B

5.15 m/s,

Moments (Nm)

x-axis

y-axis

14.39 | 0.44

-0.48 | 0.32

0.84 | 0.16

-23.06 | 0.92

z-axis

-5.36 | 0.71

-0.25| 0.30

10%

Electrical power (W)

TSR

0.67 | 0.02

1.08 | 0.08

The turbulence spectra of these two uniform cases are presented in Figure 3-5. There is
a consistent noise from the fans with its harmonics at some specific high frequencies. Due
to the steadiness of the flow, large share of the energy is distributed at the low-end
frequencies (i.e. frequencies lower than 3). In this region, the two cases show the same
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energy distribution. However, for frequencies higher or equal to 3Hz (based on the frozen
1

𝑚

turbulence hypothesis corresponds to length scales of 1.65 m and smaller {3 [𝑠] × 5 [ 𝑠 ] =
1.65 [𝑚]}), difference in energy distribution is noticeable with lower turbulence energy in
case B in all the corresponding frequencies relative to case A. All the spectra follow the 5/3 slope consistent with the Kolmogorov theory in inertial subrange [19].

Figure 3-5: Comparison of turbulent velocity spectra for the 5 m/s uniform cases

3.3.4 Uncertainty Analysis
The epistemic uncertainty of the cobra probes depends on turbulence levels but is
generally within ±0.5 m/s in average, up to about 30% turbulence intensity according to
the manufacturer company [18]. Considering the 5 m/s average wind velocity in the
experiments the uncertainty of the probes is 10%. The JR3 multi-axis force/torque sensor
(75E20S1-6000N) at the base of the tower has ±0.25% nominal accuracy for all axes. The
uncertainly related to measuring and converting the analog voltages to digital for each
signal is negligible.
All the values from the measuring instruments presented in section 3.4 have been filtered
by moving average method except for rotor speed. The averaging window for wind
velocities, generator voltage and load signals were chosen as 0.2, 0.2 and 0.5 second
respectively, which preserve the main shape of signal by just filtering low powered high
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frequency fluctuations. Therefore, the RMS values for aleatoric uncertainty averaged in all
the experiments in reading the cobra probes, power are ±0.48 m/s, ±0.04 W; the
corresponding values for forces and moments in X, Y and Z axis are ±1.13 N, ±0.69 N,
±0.77 N ±1.52 Nm, ±3.17 Nm, ±0.31 Nm respectively. The combined uncertainties in
percentage of their corresponding mean values are tabulated in Table 3-2. The large
percentage error in some of the qualities are due to their very small corresponding average
values.
Table 3-2. The combined uncertainty estimation of the measured values averaged in all the
experiments

Wind velocity
Power
X-force
Y-force
Z-force
X-moment
Y-moment
Z-moment

3.4

Epistemic uncertainty

Aleatoric uncertainty

±10%
±0 %
±0.25%
±0.25%
±0.25%
±0.25%
±0.25%
±0.25%

±9.60%
±5.71%
±7.86%
±114.12%
±15.42%
±178.21%
±13.78%
±125.54%

Combined
uncertainty
±13.86%
±5.71%
±7.86%
±114.12%
±15.42%
±178.21%
±13.78%
±125.54%

Turbine test case results
3.4.1 Unsteady EWS

The time history of the results from EVS, negative EVS and EHS cases generated by
changing the fan power set-points are presented in Figure 3-6a , b and c respectively. There
are five windows in all of these sub-figures; the first window at the top shows the filtered
wind velocity time histories from the four probes; next window shows the electrical power
performance along with TSR; next three windows show the filtered forces and moments
time histories exerted at the tower base. The stared axis indexes are normalized by their
corresponding values from uniform case A. The second window in all the Figure 3-6a, b &
c illustrates these transient shear cases do not have a significant effect on the overall power
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performance of the wind turbine. The initial increase and decrease in power productions
are just due to the time lag (~1.5 𝑠) between the high and the low peaks of the shears hitting
the rotor which is more noticeable from cobra probes time history in Figure 3-6c.
The EVSs (Figure 3-6a & b) do not have any significant effect on the loads at the base of
the tower either. The slight observed rise and fall in the loads at the tower base is due to
the time lag that was mentioned above. These extreme shears could induce severe fatigue
loads at the blade’s bearing, blade’s root, and the yaw bearing. Having load cells at the
blades’ roots and nacelle-tower junction or yaw bearing could have given more information
about the loads’ dynamics and the out-of-plane moment in these scenarios.
The correlation between force in X axis and moment around Y axis is clearly visible in
all these figures. The Y force shows completely random dynamics with no correlation with
the forces and moments in other directions. The Z force maintained the same values in
these EWSs but shows no correlation with other loads. The X moment which represents
both the vortex shedding and the torque on the generator has the strongest fluctuation
compare to the Y and Z moments time histories. The Z moment in the two EVS cases is a
small fluctuating value close to zero due to slight horizontal non-homogeneity of the flowfield. Theoretically, it should remain the same even at the time EVSs happen but as Figure
3-6a & b demonstrate there are small variation in the Z moments which can be due to
different efficiency of the fans in acceleration and deceleration.
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(a) EVS
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(b) negative EVS
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(c) EHS

Figure 3-6. The time history of the results from all the measuring instruments in (a) the EVS,
(b) the negative EVS and (c) the EHS. The five sub-figures in order from top to bottom in each
figure show the wind velocities from 4 cobra probes, the power performance of the turbine, the
X, the Y and the Z forces and moments at the base of the tower. The stared axis indexes are
normalized by their corresponding value from uniform case A

In the EHS case, the most important load component at the tower base can be the Z axis
moment. The data shows this extreme condition induces a 1.2 Nm torsion on the structure;
normalizing this value using equation 3-7 yields, 0.009414. For a full-scale wind turbine
with 92 m diameter working in an average 10 m/s wind speed the induced yaw moment on
the structure by an EHS event would be 351 kNm.
𝐶𝑀𝑧 =

𝑀𝑧
1 2
𝜌𝑈 𝐴𝐷
2

3-7

𝜌 is the density of the air, 𝐴 is the swept area of the rotor and 𝐷 is the diameter.
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3.4.2 Unsteady EOG
The EOG was generated using IGVs. As the time histories of the measuring instruments
suggest this uniform gust has the most noticeable effect on both power generation and
loads. As the second window in Figure 3-7 shows, this event can dangerously increase the
rotor rotational speed if no active or passive controlling systems are being used (the TSR
is changing from ~1 𝑡𝑜 1.33). The electrical power generation might not be the proper
quantity for comparison. The generator efficiency is highly dependent on the rotor speed.
Therefore, as the rotor starts rotating faster and closer to nominal rotational speed of the
generator, it becomes more efficient; here the electrical power increased 148% at the end
of the gust event. The mechanical power should be a better quantity for comparison, which
is highly dependent on the operational TSR. The rotor will generate different amount of
torque in different TSRs. Therefore, a similar gust on a similar wind turbine can have
different effects in different operating TSRs. The same applies for the loads.
The overall drag on the structure (X shear) and the main bending moment (Y moment) at
the base, which is the main moment cause by the drag force, increased by 105% and 167
% respectively. Their difference depends on the hub height and the rotor diameter; in the
current setup the average Y moment to the average X shear ratio is ~1.55.
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Figure 3-7. The time history of the results from all the probes in EOG using IGVs from top to
bottom in order, the wind velocities from 4 cobra probes, power performance of the turbine, the
forces and moments at the tower base, The stared axis indexes are normalized by their
corresponding value from uniform case B

The loads usually have the same profile as the gust with the same order of rising and
falling time. Although, the power generation peak happens at the end of the gust event and
then slowly decays afterwards. From another point of view, the extractable energy in a gust
with a specific amplitude and time duration partially accumulates in the rotor rotational
momentum with the residue in form of higher instantaneous electrical power generation.
After the gust event the stored momentum slowly decays by transforming into electrical
power as it can be seen in the second window of the Figure 3-7.
The gust effects the X moment contributed by the rotor torque. Therefore, the sudden
increase in the wind speed (gust) causes abrupt increase in the X moment which has
approximately the same rising and falling time as the gust. the Y shear/ force again has no
correlation with the gust. There is a slight correlation between Z force and the gust which
results in a lift on the turbine (signal moves from negative values toward zero in the last
sub-figure in Figure 3-7). Also, there is a rather large negative correlation between the Z
moment and the gust that pushes and tilts the rotor up which induces a gyroscope moment
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(~1.2 Nm) on the structure. Note that this effect highly depends on the structure of the
wind turbine and might not happen in commercial HAWTs.

3.5

Conclusion

An experimental study has been carried out to investigate the effect of transient extreme
operating conditions based on the IEC standard (specifically EWSs and EOG) tailored and
scaled for a 2.2 HAWT at the WindEEE Dome at Western University.

The main

assumption used for the length and time scaling is that the duration of each extreme
condition is equal to the propagation time of the four tip vortex loops in the wake. Other
parameters were adjusted accordingly to accommodate for hardware limitations in
generating the flow fields. Two uniform cases as the baselines for comparing the effect of
different scenarios were carried also out.
The unsteady EVSs and EHS did not have any significant effect on the power
performance and overall loading at the base of the turbine. Nevertheless, EHS induced a
noticeable torsion on the structure.
The EOG affects the turbine significantly. Results showed that if no means of control for
the rotor speed is considered the power generation and loadings can increase significantly
with the highly dynamic behavior. Also, the reaction of the same wind turbine to the same
EOG event can be different depending on the operational TSR. In the EOG event, the
loading profiles are corelated with the shape of the gust event itself (the peak of the loads
relatively are at the same point as the gust peak), but the power generation’s peak happens
at the end of the gust event.
Overall, this study presents an alternative experimental procedure for investigating the
global loading and power generation of a scaled wind turbine under scaled deterministic
transient wind conditions. The procedure has the potential to be improved and used for
developing and testing new wind energy prototypes in transient conditions.
In future work, for the EVSs and EHS cases it is advisable to investigate the loads on the
blades’ roots and bearings as well as yaw bearing to implement a fatigue load analysis.
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In the present study the TSR was determined from wake effect scaling and physical limits
of the test apparatus, resulting in a TSR~1.1. In future work, an attempt should be made
to test the higher TSR through tests apparatus and controller modifications. Testing of the
effect of different extreme events durations at different operating TSRs would help validate
the suggested time scaling.
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Chapter 4

4 Concluding Remarks and Future Work
Wind energy is one of the primary solutions to transition to a GHG free electricity
generation with high potential around the world and especially in Canada. While this
transition is mainly driven by societal and climate change impacts, the main key for this
market to grow more in the future is further lowering LCOE. This is further dependent on
having more reliable wind energy systems that can withstand extreme wind conditions
throughout their lifetime.
This research aimed to physically simulate these types of conditions as specified in the
IEC 61400-1 standard. Experimental simulation of these transient events generates reliable
data for scholars in the wind energy to assess various design concepts in terms of both
performance and reliability. The research was performed in two parts: (I) Generic transient
extreme wind inflow conditions were reproduced in the WindEEE Dome. The setups for
the 60 fans in the WindEEE Dome were derived based on a set of preliminary CFD
simulations. Based on these simulations generic representations of the various IEC
standard extreme wind conditions were physically generated, and for the first time scaled
to be representative for a model HAWT (Chapter 2). (II) These extreme events were
applied on the model HAWT to investigate their effects in terms of the power and load
performance of the turbine (Chapter 3). The performance of the model HAWT under
extreme conditions were compared with its performance under uniform inflows.
The original outputs of the research are: (I) The physically simulation of IEC extreme
wind conditions by controlling a matrix of fans. (II) The definition of a new scaling method
for wind tunnel testing of HAWT models. (III) The comparison of performance and
dynamic loading of HAWT under extreme gust conditions and uniform inflows. (IV)
Developing a time efficient numerical model of the WindEEE test chamber in straight flow
mode using the 60 fans wall. The combination between CFD preliminary setup simulations
and the physical inflow simulations was deemed to be important given the non-linearities
in the multiple-fan flow field. This hybrid numerical/ experimental approach in creating
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gusts, saved a significant amount of time in the trial and error process of the flow
modulation.
Future work recommendations: (I) Further unsteady CFD simulations can be perform that
includes the recirculation pass in the outer shell. This would give more insight about flow
recirculation in WindEEE dome in the straight 2D flow mode. Especially, when applying
uneven dynamic changes in the fan powers. (II) When generating EVS and EHS, for the
fan controls a time lag should be taken into account due to differences in velocities at upper
and lower peak. This can be eliminated by considering the 12.5m distance from the fans to
the test point and the magnitude of the peak velocities in the desired EWS. (III) The EVS,
EHS and EOG events super imposed on ABL flows can be generated; in this study the
background flows were uniform. (IV) The exploration of other loads under EWSs and EOG
conditions such as fatigue loads on individual blade roots, bearings and nacelle. This can
generate a validation data base for structure analysis and help developing more precise
design load case under these conditions.
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